ADDENDUM
To the rental agreement N° ……………………………
date ……/……./…...... for electric car


The undersigned Customer:



declares that he/she has received, at the beginning of the rental, the instruction handbook provided with the
hired vehicle, as well as all necessary information about the proper use of the electric vehicle, its driving range
and the mode and time required to charge the battery.



declares that he/she is aware that the vehicle can be charged with a public charging cable.



understands and accepts to charge the vehicle through the cable connection located on the front of the vehicle.



understands and accepts to return the vehicle – without any exception – only at Sicily by Car pick-up office .
Customer will be able to return the vehicle in all other Sicily by Car offices located in the same city of the pickup as long as the office is authorized to rent the electric vehicles. (full list of the offices equipped with a charging
station is available on the website www.sicilybycar.it)



declares that he/she is aware that driving the electric vehicle in foreign countries is explicitly forbidden.



declares that he/she has personally received, at the beginning of the rental, 2 different cards necessary to
charge the vehicle: SBC card to charge through SBC charging stations located in the designated areas in Sicily
by Car offices (charging stations full list is directly available on the website
http:/www.autoeuropa.it/rent/elektro.aspx) and “Enel X” card to charge through ENEL charging stations, at
the beginning of the rental (charging stations full list is directly available on the website
https://www.enelx.com/it/it/mobilita-elettrica/mappa-stazioni-ricarica or downloading the app ENEL X
RECHARGE via Apple Store or Play Store)



understands and accepts to return the charging cards -which must be intact and unbroken-together with the
vehicle, on the day, place and time specified on the rental agreement.



declares that the vehicle is equipped with the following recharge accessories at the time of rental: charging
cable.

 confirms that have been informed that the rented vehicle has been registered exclusively in the “whitelist” of
the City of the pickup. Therefore, if customer wishes to drive to a different location from the one of the pick
up - is up to them to make sure if the vehicle can be driven to a specific restricted area of that location and
/or to purchase the related ticket.
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in accordance with art. 1588 of the Italian Civil Code, the undersigned hereby commits to refund the Company
in case of complete or partial damage and/or loss of the above-mentioned accessories, as well as for the
charging cards, unless he proves that he is not responsible for the damage.



accepts that the above-mentioned damages will be quantified and noted through the specific “SBC Damage
Table”, as per hard-copy received, which is also available on the website www.sicilybycar.it. The damages not
displayed on the SBC “Damages Table” will be quantified by specific damage report on the basis of the Car
Manufacturers’ Price List, also considering the labor costs, consumer products, garbage disposal and technical
non-use of the vehicle.



understands and accepts to keep the battery charging level over 1/16 of the total charge and he/she is aware
that the driving range of the vehicle declared in the instructions handbook is approximate; that is it may be
subject to variations depending on the way of driving, on the number of passengers on board as well as on the
use of electric devices, air conditioning and so on.



understands and accepts to constantly monitor the battery of the vehicle; the Customer commits to refund
the Company for any damage to the vehicle, as well as for any costs incurred for the vehicle recovery, should
the vehicle stop due to battery exhaustion, except in the case mentioned by the art. 1588 of the Italian Civil
Code, regardless of the optional clauses signed upon the conclusion of the rental contract.



confirms to have been informed that the purchase of Road Assistance Plus is ineffective in the case of battery
exhaustion; therefore, the customer shall be charged for the payment of towing expenses, assuming his/her
negligence, except in the case mentioned by the art. 1588 of the Italian Civil Code.

This addendum becomes an integral part of the rental agreement.

Place and date……...…………

Signature…………………
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